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A STRONG PARROTT THEOREM

CIPRIAN FOIAS AND ALLEN TANNENBAUM

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Dedicated to Professor Bela Sz.-Nagy,
one of the great masters of operator theory,
on the occation of his seventy-fifth birthday

Abstract. In this note we discuss a strengthened version of a theorem due

to Parrott [8] in operator dilation theory. We relate our result to the one-step

extension procedure of Adamjan-Arov-Krein [1].

1. Introduction

One of the neatest results in extension, dilation, and interpolation theory is

Parrott's theorem [8]. Basically, this result gives necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for the completion of a 2 by 2 block operator-valued matrix (on a Hubert

space) to a contraction. (See Theorem 1 below for the precise formulation.)

This theorem can be used as the crucial step in a proof of the Sz.-Nagy-Foias

commutant lifting theorem [9], and thus can be applied to the one-step dilation

procedure of Adamjan-Arov-Krein [1] for Hankel operators, and to give a proof

of the Nehari theorem for the distance of an L°° function to H°° . Parrott's

theorem moreover has found a number of uses in systems theory [7].

Now an operator (when it exists) derived in completing the given 2 by 2

block operator to a contraction is in general not unique. In fact, Davis-Kahan-

Weinberger [3] parametrize all such possible completions. (See also the relevant

papers [2] and [5].) A number of interpolation problems are then concerned

with picking out a special class of completions which are interesting from either

the mathematical or physical point of view (or both). For example, one of the

most studied completions is the so-called "maximal entropy" solution which is

important both mathematically and physically, and thus has a large literature

devoted to it. See for example [4], and the references therein.
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In this note, we prove a strengthened version of Parrott's theorem. A very

special case of this result arose in our study of the singular values and vectors

of the "four block operator" from control theory and their connection to the

generalization of certain interpolation results from [1]. This led us to formulate

and prove Theorem 2 below in its full generality. (See [6] for a discussion

of how a strengthened Parrott's theorem appears in the generalization of the

Adamjan-Arov-Krein [1] interpolation-theoretic interpretation of the singular

values of the Hankel to the four block operator.) Moreover, it turns out that

this strong version of Parrott picks out an extension which is in a certain sense

"opposite" to the maximal entropy one. (See Section 4 below.) Thus besides

elucidating the spectral properties of a certain key operator from control, these

extensions seem to have some intriguing mathematical properties which could

also have some applied interest. We should note that our proof of the strong

Parrott theorem employs the standard Parrott result in a number of steps.

We now summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we state a general

version of Parrott's result. In Section 3, we then prove our main theorem. In

Section 4, we give the matrix version of this theorem, and apply it to the classical

one-step extension procedure of Adamjan-Arov-Krein [1] in the Hankel case.

Of course, this is only one possible example, and our theorem can be applied

to any of the classical interpolation problems, and can even be used to prove a

strong commutant lifting theorem. We plan to discuss all of this in a sequel to

the present note.

2. Preliminaries on Parrott's lemma

In this section we would like to set up some notation, and briefly describe

Parrott's theorem from [8]. Throughout this paper, by "operator" we mean

"bounded linear operator" on the appropriate (separable) Hubert space.

Let T: H -» K be a contraction from the Hubert space H into the Hilbert

space K. If H0 c H, and K0c K are any closed subspaces, then the operators

(1) T0:=T\H0:H0^H   and   fQ := PKT: H - K0

are contractions satisfying

(21 P   T = T'\H

Parrott's theorem is the converse of this simple observation. More precisely, we

have:

Theorem 1 (Parrott's Theorem). Let H, K, HQ, K0 be as above. Then if the

operators T0: H0 —► H, T^: H -» K0 are any contractions satisfying (2), there

exists a contraction T: H —» K such that (1) holds.

We may put this into the more familiar matrix form. Let Hx , H2, Kx , K2

be Hilbert spaces. Consider the operator

X   B
(3) C   D '■ H\ © H2 ~^ K\ © K2
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where

max , \\[CD]\\
}<-

1.

Then Theorem 1 means that there exists X : H. —► K. such that

(4)
X   B

C   D
< 1

We should note that from [3], one can parametrize all possible X which satisfy

(4). See also [5].

3. The strong Parrott theorem

We formulate and prove our main result in this section. We use the notation

of Section 2 here. We begin by adding a bit more notation.

Let V : #, —► Kx be unitary, where Hx and Ky are closed subspaces of the

Hilbert spaces H and K respectively. Assume that the contraction T: H —► K

(see Section 2) satisfies

(5) T\HX = V.

Pk v w
Then clearly from ( 1 ) we have that

(6)

Now since

\\Thx\\ = \\Vhx\\ = \\hx\\,

it follows that

V*Vhx =hx = T*Thx = T*Vhx

and so we see that

VA, e H. ,

V/z, e Hx

(1) T \K, = V

But T0 = T\H0 implies that PH T* = T¿¡, and so

(8)

or equivalently

w=v

^»,1*0 P   T(9)

The strong version of Parrott's theorem is the converse of this set-up.  More

precisely, we have

Theorem 2. Notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 1. (Thus we have in par-

ticular that the operators T0: H0 —► H and T'0: H —> A^0 are contractions and

satisfy (2).) Suppose moreover that V: Hx —* Kx is unitary and satisfies (6)

and (9). Then there exists a contraction T: H —> K such that (1) and (5) hold.

Proof. Define H2

there exists a contraction T1 : H-, —► K such that

//, + H0 and K2 := Kx + KQ .  From Parrott's theorem,

;io) f\Hx = Fand P   f = r^\H2.
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(Note that (6) is precisely (2) with TQ and HQ replaced by V and Hx .) Now

define T2:-PK T'. Then for hx e Hx, we have

(11) T2hl=PK2 T'hl = PK2 Vh\ = Vh\ >

and for any h0e HQ, using (2), we have

(12) fftlíjo = Vh = KK = VoV
Moreover, clearly

(13) pkJ2K = pkXK-

Next since ||r'|| < 1 and T'\HX = V is an isometry, we see for h e H2qHx ,

A, € Hx that

(T'h,T'hx) = {h,T'*T'hx) = (h,hx) = 0

so that T'(H2QHx)cKeKx. It therefore follows

PK/ = PK/PBt = VPHt,

and so using (13) and (9), we get that

(14) pkJ2K = pkToK       (k0eH0).

But (12) and (14) imply

-'i
(15) T2\H0 = PKT0.

Next note that Equation (15) is precisely (2) with KQ and T'0 replaced by K2

and T2. Hence from Parrott's theorem, there exists a contraction T2: H2-^ K

satisfying

(16) T2\H0 = T0,        PKT2 = t2.

Now for any A, e //,, we have by (11) that

II^A-II = 11^,11 = ||A,|| > ||^2r2A,|| = ||7^,11

and thus

T2hx=PKT2hx = T2hx = Vhx,

which means that

(17) T2\HX = V.

Next notice that P„T~ = Pv 1Í , and that
/Co    2 Arj    I '

*a*ÍV-V*i.-?Í*i.     VA>€".> by(n).(6)-
PKAho - ^.Vo = ^o -       VA0 € //0,    by (12), (2).

It follows that

(i») Wt = K»2-
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This is once again (2) with H0 and T0 replaced by H2 and T2.  ApplyingT0 replaced by H2 and T2

therefore Parrott's theorem as above, we obtain a contraction T:H

that

K such

(19) T\H2 = T2   and Pr TAr,
fÂo-

By virtue of (16), (17), and (19), T has all the required properties, which

completes the proof,   o

Remarks. Equations (16), (17) show that T2 is uniquely determined by TQ and

V. Thus the freedom in choosing T is the same as that of the Parrott theorem

when applied to T2 and T^ . Hence from the Davis-Kahan-Weinberger parame-

trization [3], it follows that all solutions T of the extension problem formulated

in Theorem 2, can be parametrized by the set of contractions R: Dx -* D2,

where Dx and D2 are certain defect spaces associated to the given operators.

(See [3] and [5] for the precise formulae.) Consequently, the extension T is

unique if and only if at least one of the Di = {0} for / = 1,2.

4. Matrix formulation of the strong Parrott theorem

In this section, we would like to give the matrix formulation of Theorem 2,

and moreover apply it to the classical one-step extension procedure of Adamjan-

Arov-Krein [1].

As in Section 2, let Hx, H2, Kx , K2 be Hilbert spaces. Consider the

operator

(20)

where

Let

X   B
C   D

max

: H\ © H2 ~* K\ © K2

, ||[CZ)]|||<1.

;2J
;H-+Hi®H2, :«-»■*,©*,

be operators such that

Y*YX + Y*Y2 = ZXZX + Z¡Z2 .

Then the strong Parrott theorem (Theorem 2) means that there exists an

X: Hx — Kx such that

X   B
C   D

< 1
X   B

C   D mY2

if and only if
CYX+DY2 = Z2,

B*ZX + D*Z2 = Y2 .

This is probably the formulation of Theorem 2 which is the easiest to apply.
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Example. Let us apply now the matrix formulation of Theorem 2 to the one-step

extension of Adamjan-Arov-Krein [1]. Consider the Hankel matrix

(21) Q =

x    ax   a2

ax   ax     ■

and the vectors

^o

z :=

with ||y|| = ||z||. Then by the strong Parrott theorem, there exists an x which

makes Q a contraction and such that Qy - z if and only if

is a contraction, and

(22)

2,:=

ax    a2   a3

a2   a3     ■

<2,y QU

y2

yn

Let us see now in what sense the strong Parrott theorem gives a minimal

entropy extension in this Hankel framework. First, assuming conditions (22),

let a0 be the x in (21) such that Qy = z with ||ß|| = 1 . By the standard

Parrott theorem, there exist (unique) a_>, j > 1 such that ||Qc|| = ||Q|| = 1

where

Now set

&;=

a-2 a-\ a0

a_x a0 ax

a0 a{ a2

ax a2 a3

AQ := J2 af¡.    y(f) := Yjtf.    z(0 := E zjCj
j=0 j=0j = -oo

with Ç&dD (the unit circle). Denote by H   the standard Hardy space defined

on the unit disc D, and L   the standard Lebesgue space with norm || ||2. Let
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J: L2 -► L2 be the "flip operator" given by Jg(Q := g(C  ') for g e L2. Then

the Hankel operator associated to / is defined by

Hf := PJMf\H2,       Hf:H2 — H2,

where M, : L  —» L   denotes multiplication by /, and P : L  —► //   is orthog-

onal projection. From the above discussion, we see that

Hfy(C) = z(Q,        \\Hf\\ = l.

We now claim that

/UJ     y(C)

Indeed, we clearly have that

(23)     ||y(f)||2 = ||z(C)||2 = \\Hfy(C)\\2 < \\fy(Q\\2 < ||/||J|y(i)||2 ^ IWOIIa ■

Hence all the inequalities in (23) are equalities, which implies that

z(Q = PJMfy(Q = JMfy(Q,

from which the claim follows. Consequently, f is unimodular, and minimizes

the entropy integral [4]

1   rn

277/0    l0g( \-\f(e'e)\2)de.
10

This gives the required application of the strong Parrott theorem to one-step

extensions of Hankel operators. Of course, we may apply Theorem 2 to any

of the classical extension problems and get a corresponding minimal entropy

solution.
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